In the FLUENT project. we contemplate and implement immersion-style computational environments for learning a foreign language. Immersion environments encourage the student to use the new language. not analyze or translate it. To this end. the student and the tutor engage in two-way. two medium communication. where the two media are linguistic and spatial. Our design strategy is to attempt to capture in computational form some of the most effective aspects of the immersive methods that human teachers use with begin ning students. The paper provides a rationale for immersion. presents a proto 'type system. and goes on to delineate comp:ment requirements for a full-fledged system.
A Significance and Objectives
The FL~project is an attempt to specify and implement an effective computational environment for learning foreign languages. Specifically. it is an immersion-style foreign language tutoring and exploration system. Immersion means using the new language, not analyz ing it. not consciously computing grammaticality. and not falling back into an already known language. It is suggestive that gradual immersion occurs and wodes in pure fonn for the child learning a first language (Hamburger. 1988) . Of more direct relevance. immersion has also been used successfully as a second language technique, with human tutorslteachers. The foreign language classroom methods of "total physical response" and "the natural approach." in effect, immerse adults for the duration of each class period (Asher, 1977; Krashen and Terrell. 1983) . With adults as with children. one tempers the demands of immersion by introducing new aspects of language only gradually. A prominent aspect of these methods is their use of visible entities. which are directly adaptable to images on the computer screen. Our design strategy is to attempt to capture some of the most effective aspects of immersive methods in computational fonn. to the extent possible. The system requires an internal knowledge representation that communicates in a tutorially sound way via linguistic and graphic interfaces. [t also draws upon techniques of intelligent tutoring systems.
Substantial success for immersion should not be 100 surprising. in light of the following age independent rationale. First. immersion. by its very nature, maximizes the time spent actually practiCing the language to be leamed, while minimizing potentially disruptive shifts between languages. A subtler but perhaps more crucial point is that immersion may undennine the often strong temptation to use the crutch of understanding by translating from the foreign language (L2) to one's own language (Lt). Understanding by translation makes the comprehension of an -2 L2 utterance into a two-step mental process: translation to L1. followed by the usual process of interpreting an L I input. ntis compound process would seem likely to foster errors of interfer ence. especially the importation of L1 grammatical constructions. Moreover. with its extra step. it seems bound to be inefficient. Finally. such translation surely must impede what is often called "thinking in a language," regarded by many fluent L2 speakers as a Significant breakthrough in their ability. McLaughlin et al. (1983) make a similar infonnation-processing argument concern ing explicit knowledge of grammatical rules. Immersion may yield acquisition rates that are slower in some ways than other methods. For example. it has been shown that certain mnemonic devices can speed up vocabulary learning. ostensibly by inducing a three-step process, one that is even more indirect than the two-step one above. But such results are not direct indicators of pro gress toward the more important long range goal of fluency. for which we believe immersion style education will be more efficacious.
Adult language learners often have troubles that child first language learners do not share. Though it is possible that biological development and first language interference playa role, note also that adults may try too quicldy to put their new language into service in abstract realms. Funher, children's immersion is gradual: people speaking to children tend rot to inundate the very young with the high seas of advanced syntax, but rather to use short, simple sentences. Both of these properties presumably keep down cognitive load. giving language learning a chance (cf.. Sweller. 1988 ). An ironic related possibility is Newport's (1990) hypothesis that adults' greater short-term memory lures them into a combinatorial explosion of language-to-meaning mappings. Finally, close observation reveals that children rarely receive syntactic correction. Some initial tolerance of grammatical errors is also part of our approach. and is supported by observation and argument going back to Dulay and Burt's (1974) discussion of "goofing" in their comparison of child and adult second language learning. Consequently, although the system should always con form to standard grammar. we (along with most people talJdng to children and many foreign language instructors) accord perfect grammar a lower priority than the successful comprehension and communication of ideas at roughly normal speaking speed. The spirit of a naruralistic approach would certainly seem to demand beginning with spoken language before written. though to ease technical demands we have begun development in written mode.
The most distinctive characteristic of FLUENT, even in its current prototype form. is its fine grain two-medium (graphic as well as linguistic) interaction between srudent and tutor. Within realistic everyday scenes, coordinated by everyday goal structures, both student and system can both discuss and manipulate objects in meaningful ways. For example, in some dialog modes, the srudent is empowered to move or alter objects, sped fically to do things like making a character's hand turn a faucet on. pick up soap, get it wet, and wash, rinse and dry things, etc. "These screen actions alter an internal model, and can lead the tutor to describe an action or its resulting state or to critique an action in terms of a common sense goal structure. These kinds of capabilities, together with an appropriate tutorial module, make possible the immersion approach, in which a student can extend hislher understanding to include a new language aspect that is introduced in a context that makes its meaning clear. Indeed context and interaction can enhance the effectiveness of visible objects so well that a skilled human teacher can convey abstractions. not just concrete notions. as Berlitz (1925, page 4) indicated qUite awhile ago: "En introduisant des mots abstraits. il faut ... les employer de faeon que Ie sens soit bien clair par Ie contexte."
To place this work in computational perspective, it is well to begin with the pioneering artificial -3 intelligence system for foreign language leaming by Weischedel et al. (1978) . Though its pedagogy consists only of questions and answers about a small number of texts, the paper sets out many key issues, opportunities and challenges. Recent work sharing some of these objectives includes the sophisticated linguistic diagnosis in the intelligent tutor of Fum et a1. (1988) . Like other natural language processing systems, it has a strategy for constraining the subject matter to reduce ambiguity, relying on linguistic context, as in the task of replacing "write" in "I (write) the letter but I can't find a stamp." Here the intended response is "have written." On the basis of several responses the system analyzes the student's apparent misconceptions concerning tense and aspect A more natural task. one that constrains subject matter by the use of pictures, is that of Underwood (1987) , who has students of Spanish stating ways in which one picture differs from another. They may try to enter a whole sentence, like "Hay una ventana en casa," and are infonned, in L2, of errors such as the missing anicle before "casa" in this example. Beyond pic tures, there is the prospect of incorporating animation. In the FLUENT project. we have experi mented with what we will call panial animation. Other projects have already gone to videodisc tectmology: see Murray (1987) and Swanson (1989) . Sophisticated multi-medium wor1t includ ing language and graphics is being carried out by Bobrow et al. (1989) , in wor1t that also involves multiple applications. Graphical interaction in the educational arena is perilaps best exemplified by Munro and Pizzini (1990) .
the visual and linguistic context strategies of constraint can of course both be put to good use. separately or together. focusing on whichever is most effective for a panicular purpose. The argument here is only that pictures are especially advantageous for use with begiMers. for whom linguistic context would present a bootstrap problem, and that it is indeed feasible to make use of pictures for a broader range of notions than one might casually think. As the student progresses, it gradually becomes possible to rely on linguistic context, and indeed it ultimately becomes important to do so, since it seems Quite hopeless to convey pictorially the full range of, say, tense and aspect distinctions.
B The FLUENT Prototype
To make the discussion more concrete, we now briefly describe the prototype version, FLUENT I developed by Tucker Maney. before laying out the planned architecture and conceptual struc ture in more detail in the next section. The current version. built as a feasibility study, embodies the pedagogical strategy propounded above and to some degree the capabilities that are con sidered in the next section. Although this work has not yet achieved the degree of breadth, gen erativity, modularity. student-sensitivity. and complexity of the planned version, the prototype is already sufficiently elaborated to give users a clear sense of the immersion experience and let them learn some Spanish in a memorable way. Users have found it highly engaging. This version runs on either a Mac-II or a Mac-SE and is written in the language cT. 3 A word about cT may be of interest, given that we found it useful for prototyping. Though intended for authors who need not be expert programmers. this language has the control structures, including recursion. that one generally associates with ordinary procedural programming languages. It is somewhat less satisfying in the data type deparanent. providing strings and arrays, but no pointers (not to mention lists) and no records (or structures. not to mention objects). It does pro vides a convenient development environment One of its strengths for educational authors is its capacity for establishing interaction with the learner. However, having our own agenda of interactive techniques. for example the use of partial animation. we made little use of these tools.
A key virtue for our purposes was the strength and elegance of the graphics p<mion of the language. Finally. cT does not provide easy access to sound. which clearly would be desirable.
Four kinds of domains have been developed to various degrees. introducing several of the objec tive concepts and attitude categories catalogued by Van Ek et al. (1980) . Collectively these domains support instruction in many aspects of language. One of the domains deals largely with objects. their attributes and parts; another with location and directions: and a third with numbers and time. The most developed of the domains stresses actions with goal structures. In it. a human figure can purposefully manipulate objects in a washroom. As in all the domains. the sys tem engages the student in a tutorially appropriate. two-medium dialog. using Spanish at various levels of linguistic difficulty. The domains themselves are not intended to present any new non linguistic information or demand any but the most effortless reasoning. They embody only the most ordinary common sense knowledge. such as what faucets and clocks do, and the interface allows manipulation of the objects in very straightforward ways. Thus the student's cognitive effort can be focused on the new language. and new aspects of that language can be understood from the clear context.
The figure in the washroom domain has a movable hand connected to his shoulder by a straight ann that ·rubber·bands' with the hand as !.he hand moves about on the screen; see Figure 1 . The hand can be manipulated by the student or the tutor. depending on the dialog type, to pick up andlor use the other objects in the scene. including faucets. soap. and a light switch. In one dia log type. the student first selects a goal. such as having the figure wash its own face. The student then goes on to carry out suitable moves by controling the partial animation on the computer screen with a mouse. while the tutor makes relevant comments and suggestions. all in Spanish. This kind of dialog requires of the student only the recognition of language. There is another dia log mode. however. in which the student must exercise various degrees of language production ability. from a single word to a phrase to a very short and constrained sentence. The tutor's responses are usually in the form of language. but can include screen moves to perform actions specified by a student who has sufficient production capability to do so. In either case. the tutor is directly responsive to whatever the student has just done or said. The responses can vary accord ing to different levels of general achievement the student may have attained. though no student model has been implemented yet.
FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE
The language output approach in the current version. which is specialized to Spanish. is to select verbs and nouns that correspond to appropriate operators and operands. The latter hinge in rum on whatever progress the person in the figure has made on various direct or indirect subgoals of the current main goal. A typical main goal is getting washed. and one of its subgoals is to get the face soapy. which in tum requires picking up the soap. The treatment of article takes advantage of the limited context. Since there is only one towel. one piece of soap. etc .
• definite articles are appropriate throughout the interaction. This simplification allows the student to focus on other aspects of language. and it allows the implementer to focus on other components of the system.· We will. however. import and adapt more sophisticated natural language processing capabilities for generation as well as for understanding. Context also helps with pronouns. since whatever the student's role in a dialog. he or she is always interacting with exactly one other agent, whether it is the tutor or the figure on the screen. Consequently. the referents of first person and second person pronouns are always unique, as they would be in a simple real conversation. In a continu ing related project with David Canody. we have developed in Common Lisp a more flexible natural language generator that produces descriptions in English for simple objects and states in a pan-whole mini-<iomain. This system takes as its input a frame that is pan of a reasoning system with forward and backward chaining. developed in another project (Hamburger et al.. 1990 ).
How much of a language can we communicate clearly in the spatial mode? This question is cru cial for the success of immersion and gets an encouraging preliminary answer from the experi ence with the prototype. We find that cenain verbs and adverbials that one might not think would be easy to present graphically are made usable and clear by the existence of a common sense goal structure. The system is able. for example. to talk in a natural way about various actions one "needs" to do. or has "not yet" done. or that "help" with the stated current goal. The tutor's remarits, especially suggestions of what to do next. take into account what subgoals have already been achieved. One example of a structured goal is the one mentioned earlier, washing one's face. That particular goal has the subgoals of getting the face soapy, then rinsing and finally dry ing it Each of these is further subdivided into primitive screen acts such as turning the hot or cold water faucet on. and later turning it off, picking up the towel and hanging it up when done.
The system keeps track of the location, surface condition. and other properties of objects. It recognizes pursuit of goals by any sequence of the primitive actions, so long as each is possible. and so long as any temporal constraints among subgoals are mel It also allows actions even if they do not progress toward the agreed goal. as long as they are possible. and makes comments accordingly. Once again the rich environment supports immersion-style learning of a surprising range of language constructs. For example. in the bathroom. one naturally encounters the reflexive Spanish verb.lavarse. used for washing one's own hands and face. In this same context but with English as the language we could introduce in a natural way the verb-particle construc tion with "put down" and "hang up." and adjectival complements to verbs. like "get <NP> soapy. C Conceptual Structure of FLUENT Although the FLUENT-1 system described in the preceding section exhibits many of the external properties called for in the introductory remarks. the ultimate success of the concepts will require a more flexible and complex internal structure, to which we now tum. Several important pans of the planned system architecture for the proposed revised version, FLUENT-2. arise in a natural way in the cycle of communication. beginning with input from the studenl The system will carry out these tasks: (i) analyze the student's input linguistically or graphically: (ii) diagnose the linguistic input to update the student model and. in case of errors. to figure out what the student really meant. if possible. to keep the conversation going; (iii) make continuity possible by keep ing track of the physical situation and the dialog structure; (iv) make tutorial decisions about what linguistic aspects to use, and what content and dialog structures will pennit those linguistic aspects without upsetting continuity; and (v) generate appropriate output. whether linguistic.
graphic. or both. These five capabilities are shown in Figure 2 .
FIGURE 2 ABOur HERE
The discussion is organized into three major sections: representation, communication. and tutor ing. Section C.I presents the representation of ideas in the three fOnDS required by our commit ment to immersion: language. pictures and an internal representation system. Section C.2 treats communication. including both the translation among the three representations and an inventory of interactive patterns of communication that are suitable for the language leaming eltperience. Section C.3 is a consideration of such tutoring aspects as construction of a syllabus. maintenance of a student model, and strategies for deciding what to do neltt. Some of these topics resemble those in generic discussiOns of intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs). Here. however. the focus is on natural language as the knowledge to be acquired. whereas for other domains of instruction natural language plays at most a role in the interface. The opposite situation holds for the conver sational subject matter. This material would be the knowledge to be acquired in a non-language system. whereas here. though crucial for immersion, it is relegated to a lower status: it must be represented. but is not taughl C.l Three Representations: Language, Spatial, and Internal
We first state a strategy for tapping into existing achievements in natural language processing. A longer subsection is then devoted to the more unusual aspect of fLUENT. the spatial considera tions. Finally we discuss how the spatial concerns influence the internal representation.
C.l.t Natural Language
Natural.language understanding and generation can be monumental tasks if not somehow con strained. Compounding the difficulty of understanding is the learner's propensity to err. There are, however, several sources of constraint that can serve to reign in the problem. First, fLUENT-2 will rely on the natural language processing (NLP) software of the Athena Language Learning Project (ALLP). The intent is to tie fL lJENT domains to ALLP interlingual semantic structures in such a way as to benefit from cenain potential efficiencies. (ALLP itself has paid significant attention to efficiency; see Malone and Felshin, to appear), By providing a limited domain at any particular time. FLUENT can eliminate much lexical ambiguity. By providing a context constrained by the graphical interaction and previous discourse, it can cut down referen tial ambiguity, smoothing the path from logical form to final meaning in context. Such ambi guity reductions are usually pursued for the sake of the understanding side. but are relevant to generation too, since what one generates for the learner should be uniquely interpretable.
Another contributor to manageability of the natural language problem is that in the early stages of leaming, one only needs a sharply curtailed grammar and vocabulary, though these do increase with progress. Even for the errors, there is a source of containment, namely the propensity of various learners to make similar mistakes, which can therefore be to some extent anticipated. These errors may be oversimplifications of the target language or inappropriately imported aspects from a particular native language. The ALLP system already deals gracefully with some of these, by means of a best~first parsing strategy that tends to favor parses containing popular errors. Even fluent speakers make mistakes; Carbonell and Hayes (1983) provide a useful taxon omy of strategies for ill-formed input.
Some styles of interaction also diminish the problems. For example, yes/no questions require only a word of response and wh-questions only a noun phrase; commands even accept a purely graphic response. By selecting these particular dialog modes in the early stages, the tutor can minimize not only the demands on the leamer's language production but also on the system's ability to understand. On the generation side, one aspect of the natural language processing prob lem, thar: of deciding what to say, can be decided essentially by fiat. by chOOSing a particular ·7· dialog mode, such as Movecaster (section C.2.2), in which the tutor describes student actions and resulting state changes. C.l.2 Spatial representation At first glance. a mouse and a computer screen may oot seem up to the task of providing the rich spatial interaction we need for immersion. The above description of the prototype may give some confidence on this matter. Still, a few remarks are in order about the power of pictures and mouse maneuvers to convey movement and change in continuing everyday scenes. First. the spa· tial medium, like the linguistic, is bi-directional, with objects manipulated within scenes by both learner and tutor. enabling the two to maintain mutual understanding. From the mouse primitives of movement and buttoning. with suitable conventions about how to interpret them. one can build up a spatial communication repenoire that pennits the student to express such notions as: select ing an object or a pan of one; connecting two objects or parts to each other; operating on an operand; and moving something to a point or to a region. We plan to investigate the usefulness of recognizing movement according to certain types of trajectories. such as circumnavigating or passing through something. moving back and forth. or following a route. In the prototype system we used a simple but highly effective fonn of partial animation: letting a hand perfonn move· ments ,,¥hile its ann behaves as a rubber band from the shoulder.
Turning from the mouse to the content of pictures. we now try to show that the range of concepu suitable for spatial communication is sufficiently broad to make FLUENT work. We will men· tion a few lexical categories and syntactic aspects and look at the promise and problems of con veying each of them visually. The categories of noun. adjective and verb all have members that submit to visual presentation. There are straightforward techniques for proper as well as common nouns. Reasonably straightforward visual treaanent is also possible for the functionality of spa tial prepositions. plurals. and possessives.
Consider first the common nouns. which should be the simplest category to present A recogniz able object typically conveys a common noun that represents a natural type to which it belongs. (On this and related points. see Sowa, 1984) . Moreover. although there is some flexibility about how high in the type hierarchy to look. there is often a convention about the choice. For exam· pie, if the system presents a picture of a dog. presumably that is to convey the common noun "dog," even though what the picture shows is in fact more precisely a terrier or less a precisely a member of the canidae. a mammal, an animal. etc. However, a dog and a cat together can create the conditions for speaking about a higher type to which both belong. Again there is a conven tional level at which to look. here "animals" rather than "mammals" or "physical objects." So pictures would seem to have broad potential for common nouns. provided that the new language disagrees only rarely with the learner's first language on what is in the type hierarchy and on the conventions about where in that hierarchy to look when picking appropriate common nouns for talking about ordinary Objects.
Except in the case of common nouns, however. a picture out of context does not convey a unique word or phrase. so tutoring is not just a matter of something so simple as presenting picture phrase pairs. To get a quick idea of how crucial context can be for presenting verbs. for example, note that a hand moving back and forth can be an instance of wiping. waving. drawing or com~ ing (etc.) depending on what the hand is holding. if anything. and on what its owner's goals are known to be. That a context with goals will be helpful should be clear from the earlier discussion of the verbs in the bathroom scene. Interestingly. a type ambiguity problem similar to that just discussed for common noWlS also shows up with verbs and also must be dealt with by the use of context and/or multiple uses. If, for ex.ample. John is shown "going" somewhere. he will neces sarily be going in some particular way, like walking. This ambiguity can ultimately be resolved if the leamer's processing is complex enough to take advantage of seeing a ball. as weU as a per son. executing "going" at various times. since a ball. does not walk or run (though it may roU or bounce). "Go" is more abstract than "walk" in two ways: it tolerates a broader class of arguments and it covers different forms of locomotion.
Having discussed a couple of lex.ical categories. we now touch briefly on some eltercises for syn ta~ in FL UE~'T-1. Few if any grammatical aspects are directly picturable. so the issue is how effective indirect methods can be. Take the relationships between adjectives and their head noWlS. with respect to agreement and relative order. First of all. note that some adjectives even in linguistic isolation can be conveyed pictorially by a variant of the "cat plus dog equals animals" technique mentioned above. for example. presenting "black" with black objects of disparate type. Once some adjectives and noWlS are known. FLUENT-I presents by picture a concept that in language is represented by an adjective and a noun. Once again context plays a key role: to make the use of the adjective pragmatically necessary, the system requires the student to distinguish objects of the same type. hence requiring the same noun. but with differing attributes. distinguish able by adjectives. With a sufficient variety of such pictures. each associated. in context. with corresponding language. we hypothesize that an adult will learn. as a child does. to conform to the grammatical constraints. and to do so fiuenlly. unencumbered by conscious grammatical com putation. even though an adult may learn grammar explicitly as a back-up capability.
C.I.3 Internal representation
It is appropriate to use an object·oriented representation. not only to benefit from the reduced data entry effort and storage efficiency that inheritance permits. but more significantly because the system needs the appropriate knowledge of how objects are related in order to converse properly. FLUENT-2 will have one hierarchy for things and another for activities. with type constraints on arguments. Two such hierarchies are related in that an event can change the state of an attribute of an object Most clearly in need of representation are the physical objects whose images appear on the screen. These objects have visible attributes like size. color, and image shape. as well as non-visible ones such as surface condition and movability. Some of these properues have unchanging values, but others may vary. The surface condition of an object, for example, can be . in various states like dry, wet and soapy at different times. Interestingly. the surface condition ·anribute itself has an attribute with respect to visibility. specifically that it is unchangingly invisi ble. In addition to the attributes of individuals and of attributes themselves. there are relation ships between objects. like part-whole and the ability of one to support another. As noted, com mon sense goal structures can be useful for coordinating learner-tutor dialog. Thus we need and/or goal trees and some temporal ordering constraints. At the leaves of a goal tree are simple activities some of which correspond to primitives in the graphics.
C.2 Communication
Communication is a fundamental activity in FLUENT; indeed from the viewpoint of the leamer, it is really the only activity. We discuss communication at two levels. To communicate in two media. the system translates between them, via its internal representation. as discussed in C.2.I.
·9·
These capabilities are building blocks. from the higher level viewpoint of the tutorial component of the system. which must arrange that the translations be perfonned at appropriate times. that is. according to tutorially useful patterns of interaction. taken up in C.2.2.
C.2.t Translation among representations
Four kinds of translation are needed: in both directions between the internal knowledge represen tation and each of the external representations. linguistic and graphic. Translations of various subsets of English to model-theoretic semantics have been presented by various authors: espe cially relevant here is the work of Crangle and Suppes' (1987) because of its attention to context and spatial relations. Graphical representations must also be translated to and from the internal representation.
To begin on the graphics side. our general strategy for graphics output will be to attach simple graphic procedures to the lowest level actions in the goal structures alluded to above. For exam ple. drying one's hands. though a subgoal in the example above, includes subgoals of its own. like picldng up a towel. which includes moving a hand to the towel. a graphics primitive. Turning to the input or Wlderstanding side of graphics. for the washroom scene we have designed a rule system with over twenty generic rules for updating the internal representation in response to events that the learner imtigates on the screen. Seven of these rules concern the surface condition of objects like dirty hands. a soapy face. or a dry toweL The one that concerns wetting things under the water spout looks like this: The preconditions and results all concern the internal representation. The action of the hand is an abstract screen event, but is defined in tenns of concrete (quantitative) variables like mouse states and the numerical locations and sizes of the objects. The "-w-+" notation lets the rule be gen eric. The "w" mapping specifies how to update the value of the surface attribute from each possi ble state, say from dirty to muddy or from soapy to wet. There are other mappings of this sort. This notation enables us to simplify the preconditions. which otherwise would need infonnation about the surface state of both the object (X) and the mobile hand. The consequence would be a proliferation of rules and loss of clarity.
We now tum from graphics to language. Section C.l.l touches on the input or understanding side, specifically the pervasive issue of disambiguation and how some aspects of this application may assist with it. Here we will comment only on the output side. Natural language generation G'l1..G) can be divided into (at least) two pans: deciding what to say and determining how to say it. The ALLP software can already carry out the second of these. provided it is given as input an idea expressed in terms of its interlingual semantic structures. The core of this representation is the predicate-argument structure. but information about time. reference and mood is also encoded
Consider what FLlTENT·2 will have to do to provide that semantic input when. for example. it is describing to the learner what s/he has just done in the washroom scene. There are various levels in the goal structure at which to view an act. Each level can have its own semantic predicate argument structure. The high level activity that is ultimately expressed in English as "get X clean" (where X is some object) includes lower level ones expressed as "get X soapy," "rinse X" and "dry X," that in tum have finer grain parts. ultimately associated with specific state transitions like that from soapy to wet. The selection of which of these levels to express will have to be determined within FLUE~-2. by reasoning about context and goals.
Fwther, the states and transition in the FLUENT-2 knowledge representation will have to make contact with the ALLP lexicon and semantic representation system. In the bathroom example, the states need predicates that are typically be associated with adjectives like "wet" or "dry." . More subtle is the role of words like "make" and "get" that express the idea of doing some unspecified activity to bring about the resulting state. lmponant NLG information also comes from the panicular current dialog mode, which determines the mood (question, imperative, etc.) of the output and. in the case of a command, which entity fills the syntactic role of second person. For English, the sentences that describe the transitions and the resulting states take forms like those listed just below. where <agent> is the screen character whose hand is perfonning the actions on some <theme> or object. possibly itself or some pan of its body.
<agent> "make" <theme> <Adj> In this case a palette of verbs and physical objects is available to help to learner compose her thoughts and equally to constrain the natural language understanding capability that the system will require. Delegating begins with the tutor command ing a high level goal which the learner is to decompose into subgoals and give as lower level commands to a screen character.
C.3 Tutoring
C.3.1 Syllabus
Syllabus issues include most prominently the language aspects themselves: we shall return to these shortly. Also of concern is the conversational subject matter via which the student can pos sibly be exposed to the language. The subject matter. though not the central issue. must neverthe less be chosen with care. so as to include useful topics as well as suppon the introduction of the crucial grammatical constructs. The WaystJge project (van Ek et al .. 1980 ) has outlined a single set of concepts intended to suffice for a variety of languages. and has catalogued the key gram matical construCts of English that e~press these concepts. That project does not endeavor to impose an order on either the concepts or the corresponding aspeCts of English grammar. Still. it does tum out to be a highly suggestive resource. cataloguing general objective concepts (temporal and spatial notions. existence. quantity. attributes. relations. etc.), speaker attitudes toward those concepts (assistance. suggestion. possibility, likelihood, emotional stance. etc.), and a listing of some panicularly appropriate domains.
Turning to the core of the syllabus. the language aspects to be taught. one needs a substantial array of capabilities. even for a modest system. It seems reasonable to demand explicit represen tation of lexical categories. lexical features. panicular lexical items. phrase structure (dominance and ordering) rules, verb subcategorization and case marking. various kinds of constraints. including agreement. and rules about the semantic propenies and consequences of the foregoing. Given the known complexity of devising all these correctly. it is tempting to think of letting the role of syllabus be filled by the language knowledge of an existing NLP system. taken off the shelf. It is instructive to see why it's not that simple; we note several obstacles. First. experience with intelligent tutoring systems suggests that the knowledge in a performance-oriented expen system is not sufficient for communicating knowledge to a student (Oancey. 1987). This is true even when the rules are in non-technical (glass box) form. The problem is worse if the rules are in technical (black box) form; see the distinction made by Chartier et al. (this volume). Next. unlike other systems FLUENT does not teach grammatical and morphOlogical rules expliCitly. though it does need to have them in declarative form for student modeling. A further difficulty arises if the application end of the chosen off-the-shelf system is specialized for a different knowledge representation. Finally. the syUabus must include for each language a partial ordering of its rules.
Such an ordering is important for any subject. since it helps the system to introduce material at a time when it is pedagogically reasonable to do so. One justification for introducing an aspect relatively early is that it is logically a prerequisite of other aspects. A related but distinct property is how intrinsically easy an aspect is to learn, as detennined by studying the natural course of acquisition, in L2 where possible; cf. Broselow (1988) . A third consideration, noted above, is an aspect's practical role in expressing needed concepts. Finally, of special concern here is the pos sibility of constructing picturable phrases and establishing graphical interaction. Textbooks that teach pictorially, such as [barra (1962) may be credited with implicitly attempting to strike a bal· ance among all these criteria. Unfortunately. such books provide little explicit pedagogical rea soning, but we have been able to do some reverse engineering. [n partially pictorial books, like Sacks da Silva (1982) . the grammatical intent is clear, but the many pictures are seldom pedagog ically independent, relying instead on explanation and heavy use of cognate vocabulary.
C.3.2 Individuation
Once the syUabus is established, the tutoring system needs to move around in it in response to the apparent abilities of a particular student. To do this, the tutor also needs to choose a scene that supports use of the specific language aspects the student would work on. We have devised a method of scene selection that can roughly be characterized as inverting an index to scenes, though it is somewhat more complex than thaL Within a scene. a tutor can, even without recourse to a student model. be responsive to the student's current response. In effect. the tutor reasons, "Since you said that. you need to know (or do) this next." Such immediate responsive ness is all we expect to achieve in the near tenn, and the prototype does not contain an individual student model. Generally, of course, a defining aspiration of ITSs is to gain a longer tenn picture of what a student is up to. in order to respond to general tendencies or to put the current response into a broader perspective, the better to understand the underlying bases of a superficial misper fonnances. A relevant idea that emerged in the 19605 among child language acquisitionists is that the child has her/his own grammar, which may include rules not to be found in a correct adult grammar, but that may in some cases be simplifications of adult rules. This approach. perhaps best exemplified in Bowennan (1973) , may be regarded as a precursor of the ITS work on bugs and malrules. One must of course allow for the fact that L2 leamers share some kinds of L 1 bugs. typically avoid others. and bring new ones related to their own L 1.
C.3.3 Tutorina Principles
A tenet of rrss favors the declarative expression of tutorial prinCiples and techniques as an expli cit set of rules accompanied by an interpreter that reasons with them to reach tutorial decisions in particular situations. We mention two techniques that can be fonnulated as sets of rules. One is the constraint of introducing only one new thing at a time. for reasons discussed by Hamburger and Wexler (1975) in the context of language learning and Van Lehn (1987) in tenns of machine learning; The consequences of this prinCiple are strongest when the rules are of fine grain. as in Hamburger and Crain's (1982) 
